
4th class Week 8 ANSWERS

All of your teachers would really love to hear from you, so send them an email 

and say hi and let them know how you’re getting on. They would really like it 

if you could photograph and email one piece of work you are proud 

of, everyday or every couple of days!

Ms Scullion    uscullion@staidanssns.ie

Ms Walsh      awalsh@staidanssns.ie

Ms Hayes      ohayes@staidanssns.ie

Ms McHugh   mmchugh@staidanssns.ie

Ms Hartland  dhartland@staidanssns.ie

Music
1. What year was the song released? 2019
2. What is the name of the artist who wrote this song? Tones and I
3. What is the name of the lead singer? Toni Watson
4. What country was this artist born in? Australia
5. How many weeks did this song spend at number 1 in the music charts? 24 weeks
6. Why do you think this song was so popular?
7. What do you think this song is about?
8. What does the artist say the song ‘Dance Monkey’ is about? The relationship she had 

with her audience while she was basking on the streets of Australia.
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Now try these! 
a) 15 +26= 10+20+5+6=41    b)26+37=20+30+6+7=63     

c)45+56=40+50+5+6= 101d)67+77=60+70+6+7=144    
 e)37+78=30+70+7+8=115

This week in maths we are going to look at number 
sentences.

1a. 7  b.1  c.9  d.4  e.0  f.5

2a. 8 b. 1 c. 7 d. 12 e. 20 f. 15

3a. 5 b. 0 c. 2 d. 8 e. 8 f. 28

Now let’s try some worded problems

C1. 50-35= 15       C2. 40x2=80pages in total- 80-65=15

C3. 62+38=100 For example (Frank and Josie had 100 euro. If 
Frank had 62 euro how much did Josie have?)



D1a. 3  b. 4  c. 2

D2a. 2  b. 0  c. 7

D3a. 5 b. 7  c.  15

4. 20-12=8       5. 80-17=63      6. 100- 52=48 (example: Aileen went shopping 
with 100 euro and bought a dress and hat. If she had 48 euro left, how much 
did she spend?)

Thursday

Partitioning by place value

Remember when adding the numbers to add the tens first 
and then the  units

a)21+66=20+60+1+6=87      b)32+87= 30+80+2+7=119      
c)45+88= 40+80+5+8=133    d)67+99= 60+90+7+9=166   
e)14+52=10+50+4+2= 66

Today you are going to try to solve some number sentences 
with division. (If you need to, use your journal to help you!)



  B120 ÷ 4=5

  2a. 2  b. 7  c. 9  d. 11 

  3a. 7  b. 9  c. 9 d. 3  

  4. 72  ÷ 12 = 6   5. 56 ÷7=8     6. 32 ÷4=8 For example(There are 32 apples, how 
many boxes are needed if there are 8 in each box)

C1. 20 ÷3=6r2(7 trips she would have to make)  2. 8x5 = 40 2x4 = 8 - 40+8 =48  
3. 65x2 = 130 cent- 130 ÷20= 6r10, but dad needs to pay for 2 hrs so he will 
need to pay 1euro 40 cent which is 7 20 cent coins



Friday 
Partitioning

a. 125+135= 100+100+20+30+5+5=260    
b. 245+277= 200+200+40+70+5+7=522  
c. 310+347=  300+300+10+40+7= 657   
d. 237+ 245= 200+200+30+40+7+5= 482

Today you will be looking at sums with the < and > sign. This 
means less than and greater than. 

Now try these sums

1a. 300  b. 200 c. 450 d. 2  e. 0   f.  250

2a. 50    b. 30   c. 2      d. 99 e.95 f. 58

3a. 1      b. 7      c.10    d. 22 e. 13 f. 0  g. 29  h. 21  i. 49



B1a. 40  b.30   c.50   d. 10    e. 5   f. 17

B2a. 20  b. 25  c.1    d. 10    e. 99 f. 88 g. 64  h. 42  i. 73

B3a. 9  b. 11  c. 15  d. 10  e. 2  f.  34  g. 22  h. 68  i. 35

English: Wednesday



Activity 1

1. What is the title of this poem? Summertime

2. What is missing from the sky? Clouds are missing

3. What’s your favourite thing in the playground? (Own choice)

4. How do you think the writer feels listening to their favourite song? Explain. The 

poet is happy, because they are grinning.

5. What mode of transport is the poet using? A car/jeep, because they mention a 

sunroof



Activity 2 Look up the difference between Favorite and Favourite Favorite is how 

Americans spell the word. Favourite is how we spell it in Ireland

Activity 3 Look up the meaning of these words:      

Ray Light that comes from the sun, or a type of fish

Sway Move gently from side to side    

Euphoric Really excited and happy

Activity 4 How many pairs of rhyming words can you find in this poem? (a pair is 2 

rhyming words) 4-7 depending on how strict you are

Activity 5 A guilty pleasure is something you enjoy doing even though most other 

people do not. Ms. Hayes’s guilty pleasure is watching silly American movies from the 

1980s, (before Ms Hayes was even born!). What’s yours? Send a picture to teacher

English - Thursday

Activity 1 Read the passage and fill in the blanks. Remember to read it at least twice 

before you start to fill in the words.

Activity 2 Answer the questions at the bottom



In the order they appear in the passage:

explain, What, to, the, will, happen, dream, seconds, psychologist, a, stated, scientists, 

say, and, be

1. Dreams are seeing pictures in the mind/hallucinations

2. Dreams are in colour

3. Not all scientists believe dreams have meaning

Activity 3 Write a short description of the funniest dream you’ve had. (If you can’t 

remember one, make it up!) Send a picture to teacher

English - Friday

Activity 1 Can you find all the summer words hiding in this wordsearch? Challenge 

yourself and time how long it takes you to finish!



Activity 2 Using your summer words as inspiration, write a poem about your favourite 

things in summer! It always helps to write a list of rhyming words that you might use!

Send a picture to teacher


